FuzeDrive™ Unified Storage Solution
based on Windows Storage Server
2012R2
Upgrade Windows Storage Server to real time, high
performance primary data tiering
Abstract
Windows Storage Server (WSS) provides an excellent choice for budget conscious IT managers
that want a simple but effective shared storage solution that can support both iSCSI and file
based shares using an off-the-shelf commodity server. In this paper, we show how to add the
Enmotus FuzeDrive software to upgrade WSS to be real-time tiering capable i.e. respond within
seconds to changing data access patterns using a combination of SSDs and HDDs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The following document illustrates how users or system builders can build a standalone highly dynamic
unified storage network attached storage based on Windows Storage Server (WSS) 2012R2.
Out of the box, WSS provides a convenient way to utilize standard storage-servers as network or ISCSI
attached shared storage devices. For Small-to-Medium businesses, it is incredibly easy to setup a
unified storage, network attached storage device that includes real time data tiering, deduplication and
remote backup services without requiring a lot of expertise. While Windows Storage Server 2012R2
has tiering capabilities, it is based on a non-real time engine that defaults to tiering daily or weekly.
The Enmotus FuzeDrive™ Server software provides a powerful upgrade to standard Windows storage
capabilities by adding a high performance, block based automated tiering solution that operates
continuously in real time.

2 SYSTEM SETUP
The following applies to any industry standard Intel or AMD based server. Once the server is up and
running with WSS, using the Server Manager, add the necessary roles to support File and Storage
Services and in particular, network and iSCSI target sharing (see the Windows documentation for
details on how to do this).
Install the required solid state disks and additional slow disks. For the first simple tier exercise, we
chose to use the following storage setup to create a simple shared volume:




Seagate ST6000DX000-1H217Z 6TB SATA6G hard drive
Samsung 840 Series 6G SATA SSD
Seagate ST3160023AS SATA 160G Boot drive

For the second example using two storage spaces RAID 1 virtual disks, we used:


Samsung 840 Series 6G SATA SSD
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SanDisk SDSSDX120GG25 6G SATA SSD
2x WDC WD50000AAKS 466GB SATA 3G hard drives

3 INSTALLING AND CREATING A BASIC FUZEDRIVE VIRTUAL DISK
Follow the standard installation instructions for installing the Server edition of the Enmotus FuzeDrive
software (see Enmotus user guide). Plan around 1-2 minutes to install the software plus a reboot.
Note, FuzeDrive supports storage device hot plug provided the underlying hardware is hot-plug
enabled. Once both software and drives are installed, no further reboots are necessary.

We are going to use the Enmotus eConfig utility to create a real-time
tiering 6TB FuzeDrive hybrid device. The eConfig utility may be invoked by
typing econfig with the Windows Start menu open or browsing the start
screen’s list of programs.
From the top level eConfig menu, select the Create Data FuzeDrive
option. The list of currently
available drives will be
displayed. For our basic single SSD-HDD FuzeDrive, select
each of the disks. They will automatically be placed into
the correct fast-slow tiers during the create process.
Select Create Options if any of the default tiered disk
parameters need to be changed, otherwise, select
Create to complete the FuzeDrive creation and
initialization.
Using Window’s Disk Management utility, check that the new FuzeDrive was created (shows as a new
Drive 3 in the example configuration). Answer yes if asked to initialize the new virtual disk (MBR or
GPT) then format as a standard NTFS volume. In our example, we named the volume “tdisk” and it was
assigned the letter E.
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4 CONFIGURING THE TIERED
VOLUME AS A SHARED
NETWORK DRIVE
Run Server Manager and select the File and
Storage Services tab on the far left of the
top level screen. Several options should be
displayed i.e. Shares, iSCSI and Work
Folders should show up as options. If they
do not, make sure to setup the File and
Storage Services roles to include Shares
and iSCSI target roles before proceeding
further.
Open the File and Storage Services option in
Server Manager and select the Shares
option. Use the TASKS option to create a
new share. In the resulting wizard, our new
FuzeDrive will show up as the E drive (5.56TB
NTFS volume). Select the E drive and walk
through the remaining steps to create the
new share.
In order to make the shared volume both
readable and writeable, at the permissions
stage, select the share tab, select
Allow/Everyone, select Edit and check the
“Change” option to make the volume
writeable via the network. Alternatively,
select your own user access permissions if
different.
Summary of Steps:




Select shares
Select the E: tdisk volume we created earlier
Walk through the steps of creating a shared volume using the wizard provided under the TASKS,
New Share option.
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At the permissions stage, select the share tab, select Allow/Everyone, select Edit and check the
“Change” box.
Complete the wizard

5 TURNING ON
DEDUPLICATION
Windows has a number of additional
storage functions that may be applied
to our new tiered shared volume,
including deduplication which provides
a way to conserve storage capacity.
Under the File and Storage Services
option of Server Manager, select
“Volumes” then select our new tdisk
volume. Right click on the selected tdisk volume and select “Configure Data Deduplication”. Change
the Disabled option at the top of the next screen to “General purpose file server” and change the file
age option if required (for our setup, we left it at the default 3 days).
Once setup, our tdisk E drive is now enabled with deduplication and may be checked for status by
running Server Manager at a later time and selecting the Disks option under the File and Storage
Services tab. An example is shown below for our system.
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6 SETTING UP ISCSI SHARE
One of the benefits of Windows Storage Server is that we can also setup part of our tiered volume as
an iSCSI target. A single tiered volume may be used in this case as both a file share and an iSCSI share
with the SSD able to accelerate both the target networked volume or SAN target. If additional SSDs or
HDDs were available, a second FuzeDrive may be used for the iSCSI target which may be desirable if
the traffic and policies are expected to be dramatically different or it requires it’s own dedicated tiered
volume.
From the Server Manager console, select the File and Storage Services tab once more and this time
select the iSCSI tab. If it
doesn’t exist, you will be
need to add the iSCSI
target service as a role for
this server as we showed
earlier before proceeding
with the steps below.
A new iSCSI target volume
may be configured using
the TASKS option and
selecting the New iSCSI
Virtual Disk wizard. Using
the wizard, select the tdisk as the target storage
device and allocate a capacity amount e.g. 2TB
(we used fixed in this example).
Enter a name for the iscsi target device (we used
etest-iscsi-fz1 for this example) then complete
the setup wizard, selecting any iscsi initiators as
required.
Once complete, the iSCSI tab should show the initializing volume as illustrated.

7 MONITORING FUZEDRIVE
One of the most useful tools for monitoring the activity of the combined iSCSI and file share disk is the
Enmotus eLiveMonitor utility (eLive). Remote log into the storage server and use the Windows Start
menu to locate the eLive program.
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eLive provides an at-a-glance display of the resulting volume, as illustrated. Note that we chose in this
case to create a tiered disk that allocated the SSD at the end of the volume using the Slow_First option
when creating the tiered disk right at the start. The tier is also using the default ReadIO Policy setting,
which means that data will only be tiered when read from the volume making this a configuration
designed for more read intensive applications.

8 SETUP 2: REDUNDANT DISK TIERS USING STORAGE SPACES
In many cases, redundancy is required to ensure that the system can tolerate disk failures.
FuzeDrive Server also supports the use of
either hardware RAID adapters, or if cost is
an issue, Microsoft Storage Spaces Virtual
Disks. The following illustrates the steps to
create a real-time tier of two RAID 1 sets:
one a HDD pair, the other an SSD pair using
our alternative set of disks listed earlier in
the setup section.
As illustrated below, we first select the two
disks required for the slower bulk storage
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tier under the Storage Pools section of the Server Manager, File and Storage Services windows.
To create a storage pool then redundant
mirrored drive pair, we first need to create a
new storage pool. We do this by using the
TASKS option next to the Physical Disks panel
that displays the available disks. First select the
two hard disks then select the New Storage
Pools option. We used the default settings for
this particular setup and simply named our
new pool “hdd-tier”. Repeat the process for
the two SSDs creating a second pool “ssd-tier”.
Now select the hdd-tier storage spaces device
in the upper panel and start the New Virtual Disk wizard which is is available by either right clicking the
hdd-tier device or using the TASKS/New Virtual Disk in the Virtual Disks window.
When prompted in the new virtual disk wizard, chose the Mirror option for the storage layout.
Complete the wizard and repeat the process for the SSD pair. In both cases, we simply used all off the
available capacity of the storage space virtual RAID 1 disks. Note, at the end of the virtual disk creation,
it is not necessary to create a volume on the new vdisk as we have one more additional step to create a
tier of the two RAID 1 virtual disks.
Now exit the Server Manager and run the eConfig utility. Select Create Data FuzeDrive then select the
two Microsoft Storage Spaces devices will in our case are displayed as follows:



Drive5 464 GiB MsftStorageSpace
Drive6 109 GiB MsftStorageSpace

Note that the original disks will show in the list of
available devices in the current version of the
software and must be left untouched1.
Once selected, if using the default FuzeDrive
policies and settings, simply click the Create button.
Once
the create process has been completed, a new virtual disk will appear in the system as an Enmotus
FuzeDrive.
To share this new redundant real time tier, we now need to format the volume and setup as a share
using the process described earlier. To format the volume and add deduplication, simply rerun the
Server Manager, select the new ENMOTUS T00 FuzeDrive which should be listed in the File and Storage
1

Enmotus is working on an enhancement to eConfig to ensure these disks do not become selectable in future releases of
the software.
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Services/Volumes/Disks section, right click the FuzeDrive disk and select New Volume to start the
volume and dedupe setup wizard.

Once completed, the shared volume may be setup using the same process as described earlier for the
simple 2-disk tier.

9 SUMMARY
We have provided a short summary of how easily and quickly an end user or system integrator can
create a unified storage solution supporting iSCSI and standard windows file shares with fully
automated, real time tiering capability using the Enmotus software. All of this was accomplished within
5-8 minutes of installation of the Enmotus software on a Window Storage Server 2012R2 setup with
iSCSI and file share roles configured.
Using this configuration, we were easily able to create a single 6TB FuzeDrive virtual tiered disk and use
2TB as an iSCSI share, and the remainder as a file share volume. In addition, we were also able to
create a redundant real-time tier using two RAID 1 mirrored devices in each tier.
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